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THIS week marks the 100th anniversary of the Russian Revolution.

And even though history proves communism was an abysmal failure

leading to totalitarian dictatorships where millions died and suffered,

many in Australia’s education system still yearn for a socialist utopia.

Take the national curriculum designed by the Australian Curriculum  Assessment
and Reporting Authority (ACARA), established in 2008 by Julia Gillard when
deputy leader of the then Rudd government.

When first designed, the  national curriculum was attacked for forcing teachers to
force subject matter through the filter of so-called “cross-curriculum priorities”
including Aboriginal and Torres Strait  Islander histories and cultures, sustainability
and Asia and Australia’s engagement with Asia.

Ignored were the underpinnings of Western legal and political systems such as the
Magna Carta, the Glorious Revolution, the impact of Judeo-Christianity and
liberalism as a political philosophy.

Monash University’s Ilana Snyder has written a controversial book called Literacy Wars.
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RELATED NEWS

What is the Magna Carter?

Early copies of the Civics and Citizenship curriculum also ignored the importance of
Western culture and Judeo-Christianity by arguing that Australia was a
“multicultural and multifaith society”.

Today, while arguing that students should be taught that indigenous cultures are
“strong, resilient, rich and diverse” and learn about “religious groups to which
Australians of Asian heritage belong”, the curriculum says nothing about how
Christianity contributes to social welfare and the common good.

Students are likewise told as part of the sustainability message that they must be
active in “protecting environments and creating a more ecologically and socially just
world”.

Come again?

Even worse at a time when Australia must embrace a clear and strong sense of
citizenship with parliamentarians caught in a wrangle over the question of multiple
loyalties, the curriculum advocates a postmodern, relativistic definition of the
institution.

Students are told citizenship “means different things to people at different times”
and that there are “multiple definitions of citizenship that reflect personal, social,
spatial and temporal dimensions”.

Tell that to Muslim students who have been radicalised in Western Sydney.

http://www.dailytelegraph.com.au/news/nsw/liberal-mp-julia-banks-status-in-question-over-brothers-greek-citizenship/news-story/22bdec63ef7da506e0ccee25aa6a24cd
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Australian Catholic University’s Kevin Donnelly. Picture: David Geraghty/The Australian

The Australian Education Union and its offshoot the NSW Teachers Federation are
also strong advocates of a cultural Left agenda.

The AEU has long been a critic of meritocracy, academic studies, funding Catholic
and independent schools and the union regularly campaigns for the election of ALP
governments.

The AEU’s submission to an ALP-sponsored review of its party structure argues “it is
in the best interest of the ALP and the AEU to have a  robust and accessible
relationship with ministers and shadow ministers” and that there are “some
thousands of members of both the AEU and the ALP who support a constructive
relationship between the two”.

It shouldn’t surprise that in its submission the AEU aligns itself with the “Parties of
the Left, labour, socialist and communist (that) have always put great store by
education as a means whereby social class and discrimination can be addressed”.

The Australian Association for the Teaching of English (AATE) is also a strong
supporter of a cultural Left view of education.
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Parents might be forgiven for thinking that English teaching is about learning the
basics involving learning to read and mastering correct grammar, spelling,
punctuation and syntax.

Not so, according to the AATE, which  instead champions what is  described as
“critical literacy”.

► KEVIN DONNELLY: Family culture is the key to learning

► KEVIN DONNELLY: Don’t undermine the West, celebrate it

Monash University’s Ilana Snyder explains that critical literacy condemns
traditional English teaching for enforcing “hierarchal relations in society” and for
“training students to be governed by rules”.

Snyder goes on to say “there is no single, correct view of literacy” as it is a
sociocultural construct that is “continually changing and evolving.

When opposing the teaching of Standard English in classrooms both she and the
AATE championed the work of Paulo Freire, a Christian Socialist who argued the
purpose of reading is to challenge the status quo and to bring about the  workers’  -
paradise.

Drawing on Marxist theory,  Freire argued that capitalist society is inequitable and
unjust and that workers and citizens must be taught to adopt a “critical attitude to
the world and so to transform it”.

While it’s true that a rainbow  alliance of cultural-left groups has taken control of
education, the irony is that old fashioned Marxists including Antonio Gramsci still
believed in traditional education based on mastering an academically rigorous
curriculum.

Gramsci argued students must be taught Latin and Greek as well as learning about
the past civilisations on which Western culture is based.

In opposition to today’s ‘care, share and grow’ approach to education where
everyone are winners Gramsci also wrote that education involves “repetition of
disciplined and methodical acts” that require “diligence, precision and poise”.

Dr Kevin Donnelly is a Senior Research Fellow at the Australian Catholic

University and author of Dumbing Down.
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